The aims of this investigation were to optimize the construction geometry of a Guinier camera, and to find a profile model useful for powder refinement work. A computer simulation of all possible directions for individually diffracted X-rays was used to generate line profiles for a number of different situations. The influence of variations in camera geometry and specimen form are discussed. Microdensitometer data for a test film are compared with calculated profiles. An extension of the present method, which uses noncontinuous arrays, to the use of continuous functions to describe the profiles is discussed.
Introduction
A detailed knowledge of the intensity distribution as a function of diffraction angle is valuable for all precision measurements of diffracted X-ray beams. This information is important for the determination of both peak positions and accurate intensities. It has long been known, for instance, that different experimental conditions can result in distortions of the observed line profiles for the Debye-Scherrer method. These distortions must be carefully considered when cell parameters of high accuracy are desired (see, for example, Klug & Alexander, 1974; Tempest, 1977) . Efficient methods of profile analysis are especially important in powder diffraction techniques, where overlapping reflexions can cause serious problems. Good mathematical models have been described for the theoretical profiles obtained from a powder diffractometer (Wilson, 1963) . The Guinier method to obtain powder diffraction patterns is, in many respects, superior to other powder diffraction methods (resolution, background, exposure time and sample preparation considerations). Little work has been published, however, where mathematical models based on this particular camera geometry have been used to derive intensity profiles.
Functions describing intensity profiles have been chosen on a more or less trial-and-error basis in recent work on intensity profile analysis of Guinier recordings (e.g. Malmros & Thomas, 1977) . Such functions are usually based on a symmetrical function, represented by a bell-shaped curve, combined with some perturbing function to give the desired asymmetry. By changing a number of parameters in these functions, JAC 12 3 0021-8898,/79/030295-08501.00 it is possible to obtain a 'best fit' to the observed data. The functions used have been chosen from a set of standard functions commonly used in statistical analysis.
Considerations of the geometrical and X-ray optical properties of the recording equipment have not governed this choice of function, or the adjustable parameters. It would thus be desirable to correlate the experimental variables with the line profiles in a simple function, using only a few parameters. Unfortunately, explicit mathematical expressions tend to become unwieldy unless such unrealistic approximations are introduced as to limit their range of application.
In the present paper, the problem is analysed by computer simulation of the camera geometry. The calculations produce graphical representations of the line profiles from which the influence of various features of the Guinier diffraction geometry can be deduced. The curves are also compared directly with experimental profiles.
Geometrical principles
A general description of the Guinier-type focusing camera is given by Guinier (1952) . For details of the particular camera design used in the present study see HS.gg & Ersson (1971) . The basic geometrical principles of the Guinier method are illustrated for the two-dimensional case in Fig. 1 . The focusing monochromator M (of the Johansson type) reflects X-rays originating at the point source X. The reflected monochromatic beam converges to the focal point F. If an infinitely thin polycrystalline sample S extends along the periphery of a circle passing through F, X-rays diffracted by the sample will converge on this circle, referred to as the film circle. (D is an example of points on this circle which has its centre at C.) In practice, however, several factors cause aberrations from this ideal situation. Some of the more important of these are: the X-ray source is not a point but has a rectangular extension (with the long edge oriented perpendicular to the plane in Fig. 1) ; the sample is planar (rather than cylindrical) and has finite thickness.
The three-dimensional situation can be described by an orthogonal coordinate system, as defined in Fig. 2 . The geometrical factors involved can then be allowed to follow mathematical expressions. The centre of the ideal sample is chosen as the origin. The equatorial xy plane cuts the film cylinder along a circle which has the x axis as a tangent at the origin. Both the axis of rotation for the monochrorr/ator and the extension of the X-ray source are then parallel to the z axis.
In order to simplify the initial calculations for a diffraction experiment, a few restrictions and assumptions ha~,e been used. (Some of these will be corrected in the subsequent treatment.)
The rays that penetrate the specimen are all supposed to pass exactly through the focal line (xo, Yo, Zl) . For a particular model, (xo, Yo) is the projection of the focal line in the xy plane which, by definition, is fixed for all rays. The vertical coordinate z I, on the other hand, takes different values depending on the divergence of the incoming beam with respect to the xy plane. The sample is assumed to be uniformly illumi- ( nated over its entire planar surface. It is assumed that the crystals in this specimen model are ideal, that they diffract the X-rays exactly with the Bragg angle and that they are randomly orientated. Only the circle in the film cylinder which is located in the xy plane is considered as target for the diffracted rays. The coordinates for the ideal position of a certain 'line' are then denoted by (xo, yo, O) . (The extension to non-central sectors of the film, i.e. sectors with constant non-zero z value, is easily made. This extension is important when a densitometer recording is to be analysed and the measured area covers more than central parts of the film, e.g. by using a projection slit of rectangular shape.)
The coordinates for a general point within the specimen are given by (xs, Ys, Zs) . To begin with, the specimen studied is assumed to be infinitely thin and lie in the xz plane. The coordinates can therefore be given as (Xs, O, Zs) .
Consider a reflexion with diffraction angle 0. Consider the incident ray in the equatorial plane which is diffracted at the origin. This ray hits the film at (xD, yo,0), the ideal target point. The observed angle /- (Xo,Yo,O)--(O,O,O)--(xD, yD, O) is then exactly 20 (see Fig.  2 ). In the general case. an incident ray (which can be parallel or inclined to the equatorial plane) is diffracted from an arbitrary specimen point. The corresponding target point on the film circle is denoted by (xe,)>,0). The deviation angle/3 observed on the film is proportional to the length of the arc (x0,Yo,0)-(xp, yp,0), and is generally different from 20. Suppose/~ is calculated for a large number of points evenly distributed over the surface of the specimen. For each point, consider a number of incident rays with different angles relative to the xy plane. Each/3 value can then be used to calculate the coordinates (xp, yp, O) for the corresponding target point. A histographic representation of the obtained distribution of calculated target points can then be made. This curve is completely equivalent to the intensity profile of the chosen reflexion.
In order to calculate sufficiently large numbers of (xe, ye,0) points, it is necessary to use a computer. The next section describes the main principles of a program system written for this purpose.
The computer calculations
The calculations have been performed on an IBM 1800 computer. About 10 K words (2 bytes/word) of the core memory were availabl e for program and variables. The floating number operations were performed using extended precision (three words/number, giving a precision to about nine decimal places). This is necessary since the result obtained is calculated as the difference between two nearly equal angles. The cycle time for integer-mode operations was considerably shorter than the time needed for floating-mode operations. Calculated differences were therefore transferred to in-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . teger values as soon as possible in order to save computing time as well as memory space.
For each camera arrangement model, profiles were calculated for different values of 0 from 5 to 40 ° in steps of 5 ° (these values can be changed to any other desired value). The following parameters could be varied (by the input data) in the numerical models; the x and y coordinates defining the specimen position (as projections on the xy plane, 200 x,y pairs), 13 numbers (and a scale factor) to describe the divergence caused by the rectangular shape of the X-ray focus (including monochromator effects), the radius of the circular specimen, the maximum height of the irradiated specimen in the z direction and, finally, the ideal focal line position. [The position (xo, Yo) for the focal line might well be non-ideal, a defocused system can thus be examined.] A wide range of models can be tested by using different combinations of settings for these parameters.
For each calculated profile, the 200 target points were calculated for those rays situated in the xy plane. The two-dimensional case in the model described initially could be used to calculate a 'plane' displacement term for each ray studied. The three-dimensional data for the general reflected ray could then be obtained as linear combinations of one 'plane' and one 'divergence' term. The divergence terms depend both on the z component at the point where the X-ray penetrates the specimen, and the angle to the equatorial plane Z Mmax= 100 X ~ Fig. 3 . Definition of the irradiated part of the specimen. The specimen circle is inscribed in a square (side length 2r). Both x and z axes are divided into 100 parts in both positive and negative directions.
Only parts with z_> 0 are taken when the central part of the film (at z = 0) is considered. All values -r < x _< r are used, but points outside the circle are not examined. M can be limited to a value lower than 100. The area examined for M =60 is indicated in the figure. lira at which the ray enters the specimen. The dimensions of the specimen in the different models can be varied by the input data (see Fig. 3 ). The z direction of the specimen circle is divided into 100 steps, from the centre to the edge. For x--0, data are calculated for 100 points, the number of points decreases as [xl increases. At each height in the z direction, calculations are made for 13 different values of the divergence. These 13 rays enter the whole specimen at the point (xs, Ys, Zs). Following the above assumptions, they all pass through the focal line but at different heights;
(xo, Yo, Zi), i=1,13. (The number 13 was determined chiefly by the amount of computer memory available.
Checks have been made that this number of different directions is satisfactory. Calculations using three and five as the numbers of different divergence directions have shown only small deviations from the results with the standard setting.) The angle fl had to be calculated indirectly (see Fig. 4 ). Consider the angle / (xo,Yo, Z r)- (O,O,z~)-(xo, Yo, O) , which is denoted by 6. The angle fl observed on the film can be derived from the fact that the angle 6 = Q -20 is a good approximation for 20-ft. A first approximation for fl is then fl__ 40-~. A new set of coordinates which can replace xo and Yo in the expression defining fl can then be calculated. This is a fast-converging iterative method and values for Xp and yp can be calculated to required precision.
The calculations for one row in the z direction result in a matrix of divergence terms of size 13 × 100. The terms in this matrix change only slightly as x varies within the limits given by the specimen and the divergence angles vary within realistic limits. The same divergence matrix is therefore used in the calculation of the total displacements for all z rows without loss of information. (A new divergence matrix has to be calculated for each different 0 value, however.)
The calculations for a given profile are performed in two main sections: the 13 x 100 divergence matrix is first computed (and converted to a suitable integer form for more efficient storage memory space reasons). The 'two-dimensional' displacement terms are then (X~yo, Z,) computed for the 200 x,y pairs that define the shape of the specimen. The displacement 'sum' for each ray will then be the sum of the number in the divergence matrix and the 'plane' number. A single profile will then, in most examples be composed of contributions from the displacements of 205 660 'rays'.
Each profile is built and stored in an array consisting of 1000 'counters'. The function of this array can be compared with that of a '1000-channel detector'. The 'channel width' e can be chosen arbitrarily" e is a scale factor determining in which counter the content should be increased for a certain position of the diffracted beam. Counter 800 (chosen as the zeropoint indicator) will then be increased by one when the distance from the actual target point to the ideal point is in the interval +0"5e. The value of e must not be chosen too large as this will result in poor resolution. Too small a value for e also leads to problems; a very large number of analysed rays will then be necessary and the counter array may have to be made impracticably large.
A SAAB Model 2 Automatic Film Scanner was used for the experimental measurement of line profiles (Abrahamsson, 1966) . As the step length for this scanner is 0"0446 mm, it was found to be practical to choose e = 0"00446 mm as 'channel width' when the parameters of the system were fixed. The time needed to build a single profile was about 6 min.
A trial was made to simulate the 'standard situation' for an XDC-700 camera. The specimen was described as a plane circular ultra-thin sheet situated in the xz plane with a radius of 2-5 mm. The resulting curves from this attempt are shown in Fig. 5 . (The profiles have been normalized with respect to their heights for plotting purposes.) The half-peak widths are only of the order of 0-02 mm. This is too narrow compared with observed lines, where the corresponding measured widths are 0-10 mm or broader.
This large difference is due mainly to two simplifications made in the first model used. The most important deviation from the assumed model is that the experimental focal line is not a line in the mathematical sense but has a bell-shaped profile. It is hardly possible to compute a realistic profile of the focal line theoretically. It is obvious, however, that those rays which are non-parallel to the equatorial plane are responsible for the main part of the line broadening.
The chromator. The result of the variations in the monochromators give, in practice, focal lines that for welladjusted cameras, do not vary much from one monochromator to another. The experience of testing a large number of monochromators for XDC-700 cameras has convinced the author that a good experimentally recorded focal line can be used as a general model for such a non-ideal focal line.
The second important factor, treated as ideal in the preliminary model, concerns the diffracting properties of the specimen. All non-ideal effects broaden the profile, especially in the high-angle region. For a wellcrystallized specimen, the physical thickness provides the major contribution to high-angle line broadening. The effects of both a ~realistic' model for the focal line and a "thick' specimen can readily be incorporated in the preliminary computed profile by means of a simple convolution technique.
A detailed profile of a focal line could not be obtained by scanning an actual film directly, since the entire line is covered by only 6-7 steps. Instead, different parts of a good X-ray film were enlarged tenfold (using the direct reversal, transparent film Kodatone, type 1). The enlarged copy was run in the scanner with an expected practical resolution comparable with 0.00446 mm on the original film. This resolution is reduced to some extent by the reproduction technique.
The transmission curve used is shown in Fig. 6 . It was obtained for an enlarged focal line. As the profiles are computed as intensities, the observed data were transformed into intensities before they were used in the program.
Let the array with the observed intensity profile for the focal line be F. For the step length e = 0"00446 mm, this array contains 24 non-zero numbers. Let the previously calculated profile array be C, and the convoluted array P. (The number of non-zero elements of C varied from less than ten to about 500 at the chosen resolution.) The elements of P were computed as 0.1 mm Fig. 6 . Curves of a focal line, enlarged ten times before scanning.
The observed transmission curve is shown to the left. The curve to the right shows the plot for the observed data converted to intensity values. 
Pi= E FjC(j+i_n).
j=l Such a convolution technique is advisable only if one of the basic assumptions holds, namely the 'uniform illumination' of the specimen. The divergence of the primary beam in the z direction is clearly a major source of observed line broadening at the focus. It would therefore seem probable that the angular distribution for the entering radiation should depend on the z value at the point where the ray penetrates the specimen. This dependence is of minor importance, however. At the specimen position, the partially focused incoming beam has a divergence in the z direction such that the unrestricted beam acquires a width of the order of 5-10 times the diameter of the specimen. This implies that the variation in the angular distribution must be very small for the different parts of the specimen situated at the centre of this beam.
The non-zero thickness of a real specimen can be taken into account by another summing technique. The specimen is treated as a set of parallel equidistant layers. Thus, only the y components vary from one layer to another.
A set of calculated models for such layers show a strong similarity in their profiles (provided y does not vary by more than +0"5 mm from the start setting). One can thus obtain the profile for a desired value of y merely by adjusting the peak position in a previously calculated model. The adjustment term is easily computed using a two-dimensional analysis given by M/511er (1962) . From the relation derived by M611er, it follows that the displacement of the peak from its ideal position is proportional to sin 20/ cos(20-0, where ~ is the asymmetry angle for the camera construction (see Fig. 1 ); (= 30 ° for XDC-700. (Complete calculations using different values of y have justified the use of the derived formula.) For a given camera design, it may then be sufficient to calculate only one basic set of profiles. Any observed profile can then be reproduced by a set of superpositions of the original (convoluted) profile, using the M611er relation to obtain the appropriate shift for each calculated profile component. It should be noted that it is also possible to calculate a model for an inhomogeneous specimen by giving different weights to the contributing y-layers.
Comparison of experimental and calculated line profiles
An attempt to compare the obtained set of calculated profiles with an observed profile (obtained with the SAAB scanner transferred to intensity profiles) proved unsuccessful. The profile types were compared visually after being plotted on the same scale. As was the case with the real focal line, the step length of the instrument was found to be too large. It was also clear that the optical system of the instrument gave distorted line profiles. The technique described above of using a magnified transparent film for testing purposes resulted in experimental data more suitable for comparisons to be made. The unavoidable loss of information is, for this technique, believed to be small compared with the standard method of scanning the film. A good quality test film was made by exposing lead maleate for 45 min using Cu K~I radiation. (Film: CEA TEST-X L, single-coated, a medium sensitivity fine grain film. Camera: XDC-700, equipped with a germanium monochromator. The X-ray tube operated at 45 kV and 24 mA.) Some of the diffracted lines are shown as intensity profiles obtained from ten-times-enlarged copies of the original film. The profiles, together with matched calculated profiles, are shown in Fig. 7 . Profiles for three different 0 regions have been compared. The synthetic profiles shown are all computed for the 'standard situation' and a 'nominal thickness' of 0-13 mm for the specimen. This means that the model of the specimen consists of 14 parallel layers with a separation of 0.01 mm between the layers. This 'nominal thickness' is not, in general, equal to the physical thickness of the specimen used. All observed reflexions can, as the example shows, be reproduced by this single par- Observed data are indicated by points• Data were collected from films with ten-times-enlarged diffraction lines, scanned with the SAAB microdensitometer. The smooth curves show the intensities calculated for a '14-1ayer thick' specimen. Discrepancies in the fit are also plotted• When the calculated curves were computed only a peak-height constant and the centring position along the x axis were allowed to vary.
ameter. As stated earlier, one of the assumptions made in calculating the line profile is that the specimen must reflect X-radiation with exact fulfilment of the Bragg condition. The model used can therefore, in principle, only be applied for very properly crystallized specimens. Deviations from the ideal geometry due to linebroadening effects caused inherently by the specimen can be treated by computing the final curve by convoluting with a new function in the same way as when the realistic focal line was introduced. In most cases this can be achieved simply by increasing the 'nominal thickness' of the specimen. The possibility of non-ideal properties for the incident X-ray beam must also be considered. The finite line width of the Kel peak causes broadening of the diffracted lines. This effect can be disregarded, however, since it is small compared with other effects that are discussed. The effect can, on the other hand, be quite serious if the incident beam cannot be treated as monochromatic, but contains traces of ~2 radiation with the el peak. The appropriate convoluting function F must now depend on the diffraction angle. Both the positions on the film of the centres of the el and ~2 components and their intensity ratio must be known. It is then possible to compute F, and hence the new array P (see above) for the line profile for a certain value of 0. As a well-adjusted Guinier camera should operate with virtually pure e~ radiation, no need for such a correction has been considered necessary. The facility is easily incorporated in the program system, however.
Line profiles calculated for different geometries
Consideration of some extreme geometrical situations can provide a basic understanding of the factors which affect the sharpness of the diffracted beam. With several factors involved, a theoretical treatment can be helpful in suggesting improvements to the camera design. It is important to bear in mind that 'good quality' for a diffraction pattern can be defined in quite different terms, depending on the purpose of the investigation. For the precise determination of peak positions (in order to obtain reliable cell dimensions or d values), a specimen with a small number of reflecting crystals may be advantageous as this sometimes results in sharper lines. Good quality intensity data (for quantitative analysis and structural studies) always requires a large number of crystals to give sufficiently low random errors. (Some designs can favour both applications; the rotation of the specimen in its own plane as used by H~igg, brings each crystallite into a reflecting position more often than is the case for a specimen with translational movement.) Access to synthetic line-profiles is also useful when visual observation is used to determine the line positions.
Some factors which cause line broadening can be studied in the following two examples in which rather extreme cases are analysed. In both cases, the inci-dent beam is taken to be narrow and planar, and penetrates the specimen along a line passing through the origin. In the first example, the beam lies in the xy plane when it hits the specimen. (This is essentially the situation in the two-dimensional model in Fig. 1 ; the divergence of the incident beam is so small that it can be neglected.) The fact that the planar specimen cannot coincide with the film cylinder gives contributions to the high-angle part of the lines from the noncentral parts of the specimen. This broadening becomes increasingly serious as the Bragg angle increases. Computed curves for this case are shown in Fig. 8(a) . It is not as easy to visualize the effect of rotation of this 'incident X-ray slice' about the origin (such that it penetrates the specimen along the z axis, the projection on the specimen has then been rotated 90°). For large zs values the diffracted beam will then always attain fi values lower than the ideal 20 value (Fig. 2) . The divergence of the central rays in this incident beam (close to the xy plane) gives a symmetric broadening of the diffraction line. The broadening of the line profiles due to divergence has two contributing factors: the degree of divergence of the beam entering the specimen and the distance from the point in the specimen where the beam is diffracted to the equatorial plane. The line broadening due to these effects increases rapidly for decreasing diffraction angles. The line width can roughly be described as being proportional to cot 0 [see Fig. 8 
The broadening effects observed in the two examples discussed can be eliminated in a simple way, using a beam entering with a very small cross-section (by the use of narrow slits). If the divergence of this beam is then reduced successively, the broadening of each diffraction line becomes smaller until the line profile is determined solely by the properties of the incident ray (as seen at the focal line). The calculated curves, using this restricted beam, are shown in Fig. 8(c) .
Although this pin-hole type geometry gives only a very weak intensity, it can be preferred on special occasmns, e.g. when only an extremely small amount of specimen is available. Note that this situation may leave many of the initial errors unaffected if the convergent beam used is poorly focusing. A reduction of the illuminated specimen area is recommended only when required by the specimen and not when the aim is to improve the focusing quality of the camera.
The 'standard situation' for the XDC-700 has been tested after the inclusion of the new assumptions. As can be seen in Fig. 8(d) , these curves show a combination of the effects which can be observed in Figs.  8(a), (b) . The low-angle broadening for small diffraction angles is due mainly to divergence effects, while the broadening on the high-angle side of the lines results from the planarity of the specimen.
The effect has been studied of making minor changes to the various parts of a Guinier camera with respect to the ideal geometry. (That the monochromator reflects the X-rays in the ideal sense is still assumed.) Two examples of serious missettings in this kind of diffraction camera are:
(1) The plane of the specimen does not coincide with the xz plane, but is translated to a plane parallel to the initial plane, i.e. the y values for the points on the specimen have been shifted from 0 to a constant, nonzero value.
(2) The line of convergence for the entering X-ray beam (the true focal line) does not coincide with the film circle.
As has already been shown, case (1) only gives line position shifts but causes no further broadening in the line profiles (at least for misadjustments of a magnitude that can occur in practice). It is easy to detect and correct an error of this type if the M611er relation referred to earlier is used to calculate the required specimen position shift [ Fig. 8(e) ].
An error in the position of the film holder, as in case (2), is more serious. The practical method to find this setting (by film strips with focal lines exposed for different film-holder positions) may be difficult to evaluate. A deviation of 2 mm from the correct position may go undetected even if the test is made with care. As the curves in Fig. 8(f) show, even this minor deviation reduces the quality of the calculated line profiles.
While Debye-Scherrer cameras must be built symmetrically, with respect to the direct beam, most Guinier constructions are not symmetric. The reason for this is that diffracted beams can then be registered for a larger interval of angle. The angle between the film-holder diameter through the centre of the specimen and the centre of the direct beam, ~, can differ from one construction to another. H~igg uses ~ = 30 °, which gives an upper limit of 0 =45 ~ for the registration of diffracted lines. An increase of the asymmetric angle to ~=45 raises the 0 limit to 52'. No loss is indicated in line quality even for a camera design with ~ = 60 ~ compared with the earlier "standard situation', as indicated by the curves in Fig. 8(g) . A camera construction including one of the proposed asymmetry angles would therefore be of interest.
A recently constructed camera for high-pressure work and a planned low-temperature setup, based on the XDC-700, have been tested using a numerical model. The specimen in both cases is given the same cylindrical form as in a Debye-Scherrer camera. The rotation axis of the specimen, however, follows the z axis (Fig. 2) , so that both constructions are then closely related to the second extreme case discussed above. The main cause of line broadening in the high-angle region is here the diameter of the radiated specimen. As specimens of this kind are extended much more in the y direction than normal specimens, the larger thickness results in a serious broadening of the diffracted lines. This line broadening increases rapidly with diffraction angle. The specimen cylinder must therefore be given as small a diameter as possible if this geometry is to be used. The computed curves for a cylindrical specimen, with radius 0.2 mm, are shown in Fig. 8(i) . These curves should be compared to the curves in Fig. 8(h) , calculated for the same model as the curves in Fig. 7 (to a different scale) . The results of these calculations have been confirmed by experimental work on the high-pressure camera.
Matching of calculated data to experimental profiles
Even if data from enlarged film copies give an adequate fit to the calculated curves, the theoretical profiles are still not useful in analysing normally obtained filmscanner data. The broadening effects which are observed will depend on the individual design and the adjustment of each film measuring device used. For the case tested, the broadening introduced by the densitometer was treated as resulting from two factors:
(a) The transmission is measured, not simply along the central film circle (z=0), but from a strip surrounding the central circle, 2 mm broad (]z] <1 mm).
(b) The electro-optical system causes a distorted signal.
For case (a), which has already been discussed, a profile is constructed which is a linear combination of profiles calculated for different values of z. This model is satisfactory at higher angles, but is less appropriate for low values of 0 where the diffraction lines become curved. The distortion in case (b) has been treated with a model in which the signal form is transformed from a narrow 'mathematical' line into a 'triangular' form. The intensity for the narrow line will then appear not only in one registered 'step' but also in the neighbouring transmission values. An appropriate triangular function must be chosen by trial and error methods and convoluted with the earlier obtained profile function.
Profiles have been calculated for eight different angles, from 0 = 5 to 40 °. Data for intermediate angles are generated by direct linear interpolation. Such profiles have been used to fit experimental data both to determine line positions and their intensities. Partlyoverlapped reflexions can be separated so that their individual intensities can be calculated.
The calculated profiles, given as arrays of 100-300 numbers, can thus be used for matching experimentally-scanned peaks to the calculated arrays. A profile description in terms of some continuous func-IN GUINIER-TYPE FOCUSING CAMERAS tion would be desirable, however. Symmetric bellfunctions have been studied, together with perturbing functions to reproduce the asymmetric properties. The symmetric function is defined as B(x)= 1/(1 +ax2+ bx4+ cx6+ diS), where x is a function of 0 such that x = 0 at the peak, and has units such that the line width at half-peak maximum is unity. (This implies one restriction to the constants a-d.) The perturbing functions P+ are defined such that P+(x)=~x and P_(x)=flx 5. The function F (for a given value of 0) is then F+(x) = B(x)[1 -P_+(x)]. For a general 0 it is necessary to find P ± (x, 0) such that F_+ (x, 0) = B(x)[ 1 -P ± (x, 0)]. This type of profile description will be tested in already existing programs for profile refinement.
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